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Where to search? 
(1) Books, E-Books, dissertations, series, proceedings 
• Library catalogues (local or national/international) 
(2) Full texts of journal articles (known-item-search) 
• EZB, Google Scholar, repositories, library catalogues 
(3) „Unknown“ Journal Articles (subject search) 
• Databases: 
• Web of Science (interdisciplinary) 
• PubMed (Bio-Medicine) 
• SciFinder (Chemistry) 
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Internet Search? 
Internet / Search Engine 
• Google Scholar (scholar.google.de) 
Advantages:  
• Free, fast, easy to use, lots of information 
Disadvantages:  
• Unstructured, incomplete information 
• Quality may vary 
• Too much information 
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How to search? 
(1) What type of literature am I searching? 
 Books, Reviews, Articles, Theses… 
(2) Select a database 
 Catalogues, databases, search engines… 
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How to search? 
(4) Define search details 
 Link search queries 
 Use truncation 
 Select publication type and year 
(5) Search 
(6) If necessary refine search 
(7) Triage the search results 
(8) Get full texts (library, electronically, interlibrary loan) 
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Boolean Operators 
AND = intersection 
e.g. aging AND obesity 
 
OR = union 







NOT = exclusion 
e.g. gravity NOT birth 










(A OR B) AND C – Parentheses are important! 
Operator Meaning 
AND Both conditions/search terms have to be present 
OR One search term has to be present 
NOT The search term is not allowed to be present 
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Truncation 
Meaning Example Notes 
* Right truncation smok* = smoke or 
smoker or smoking  
• Works in most 
databases 
• Stands for 0 to 
many letters 
$ Right truncation 
 




• Works in some 
databases 
• Stands for 0 to 
many letters 
? Fixed truncation  wom?n = woman 
or women 
• Replaces a single 
letter 
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Library catalogues 
• Do not contain individual journal articles 
• Local catalogue (ThULB): http://kataloge.thulb.uni-
jena.de/DB=1/LNG=DU/ 
• Max Planck institutes in Jena: http://www.clib-
jena.mpg.de/lis/?page_id=78 
• GBV union catalogue: http://gso.gbv.de/ 
• Karlsruhe virtual catalogue: http://www.ubka.uni-
karlsruhe.de/kvk.html 
• German national library: https://portal.dnb.de/opac.htm 
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Search in the ThULB library catalogue 
• Simple search / Advanced Search 
• Truncation with * 
• Use Boolean operators 
• (A ODER B) UND C – use parentheses in the simple search 
• Advanced search is more intuitive 
• Filter by media type (Materialart) 
 
E-Books 
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E-Books 
 





 Finding full-texts 
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Known-item search 
• 1 Check if the journal is available electronically (either free 
(Open Access) or licensed by ThULB 
– Check EZB (Elektronische Zeitschriftenbibliothek) or 
– Check OPAC 
– Google Scholar 
– Check Journal Website 
 
• 2 Check if there is a printed copy 
– Check OPAC 
 
• 3 Alternatives 
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Electronic Journal Library (EZB) 
The EZB is a directory of journals (and newspapers) which are 
available online.  
EZB is a joint project of 608 institutions and covers all areas of 
study 
 
• EZB content: 
 Licensed journals 
 Free journals (e.g. Open Access) 
• Numbers 
 97784 titles 
 43352 open access titles 
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Electronic Journal Library (EZB) 
Access to licensed full text is only possible from the IP-range of 
the university or using a VPN client 
 
EZB automatically detects your location (based on IP) and shows you 
the locally licensed content. -> Can be manually changed to other 
institutions. 
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Licensed by your 
institution 
Not licensed by 
your institution 
Available free in 
the internet 
Only partially 
licensed by your 
institution 
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Search in the EZB 
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Quick search 
Example:  












 Journal title abbreviation 
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Internet search for journal article 
• Go to the website of the journal and check the availability 
– Even non-licensed journals may put a small amount of 
their archives for free online 
– The information in the library catalogue/EZB may not up 
to date (contact me!) 
• Search for the author and title of the article using Google 
Scholar (http://scholar.google.com) 
– Is fast and often leads to the full-text (you may want to 
search in google scholar before EZB) 
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Internet search for journal article 
• Articles and other publication are often uploaded to 
repositories (either institutional- or subject-based 
repositories or   
• Meta-Search in repositories  
– BASE (http://www.base-search.net)  
– Or OAIster (http://oaister.worldcat.org/) 
 
• Preprint server for biology: http://biorxiv.org/ 
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Search for printed journals 
• Search in the library catalogue 




• Check availability 
and shelf mark 
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Search for printed journals 
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Search for printed journals 
• No luck? Alternatives: 
– Interlibrary loan 
– Other libraries in Jena or the vicinity 
– Ask author 
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Interlibrary loan 
• How to get books and copies from other libraries? 
• Interlibrary loan service 
• Activate your ThULB user account for interlibrary loan 
(ThULB main building, 1 floor, multimedia reading room) 
• Load your account with money (Thoska) 
• Search for the book/journal in the GBV catalogue and fill out 
the order form 
• Interlibrary loan fees: 1,50€ both for books and journal 
articles copies (if article is less than 20 pages). Ordering from 
abroad is possible, but may be more expensive. 
• How to (only in German): http://www.thulb.uni-
jena.de/fernleihe.html 
 








• Search for book/journal, then select copy request  
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Interlibrary loan 
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 DBIS – Directory of databases 
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Database information system (DBIS) 
 
DBIS is a cooperative service to facilitate the usage of scientific 
databases (currently 284 libraries). 
 
– Database has to have a search functionality 
– Sorting by subject areas (medicine, chemistry...) 
– Advanced search 
– Contains ca. 10 000 databases of which one third is 
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Subject area: medicine 
 









PubMed, Web of Science 
Content 
① Journal papers 
② Proceeding papers 
③ Book chapters 
Indexing 
① Bibliographic metadata (author, title, source...) 
② Subject indexing (abstract, categories, subject heading) 
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 ① PubMed 
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PubMed  
• Access using DBIS>>PubMed 
• Direct link (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) 
• Developer: National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
• Publisher: National Library of Medicine (NLM), USA 
• Offers access to the following databases 
① MEDLINE 
② OLDMEDLINE (1949-1966) 
③ PubMed Central (PMC) (Full texts)  
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PubMed 
• Indexes articles from biomedical journals 
• Links to the full text 
 
• Subject areas: Medicine, dentistry, biology, genetics, 
biochemistry, cell biology, biotechnology, biomedicine, 
veterinary medicine, psychology, health sciences 
• Indexes 5500 biomedical journals 
• 23 Mio. citations 
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PubMed 
• Contains articles „in print“  (PreMEDLINE) 
• 500 000 new citations per year 
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PubMed 
Terminology? 
 „PubMed“ – „MEDLINE“ – „OVID“ – „NLM“ – „NCBI“...??? 
 
• Database is MEDLINE 
• Publisher is NLM 
• Search interfaces: PubMed, OVID, Web of Science... 
• NCBI is the software developer 
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Special features in PubMed 
• Filter search results 
• Search with  standardizes vocabulary (MeSH) 
• Special search options for clinical subjects 
• E-Mails-Alerts for saved searches (using „MY NCBI“) 
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Search options 
① Search by keywords: hospital management 
② Phrase search: “hospital management“  
③ Search with MeSH 
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Search preparation 
1) Define question: 
 What I am actually search for? 
 Set limits for my subject 
2) Define search terms: 
 Collect search terms 
 Keep synonyms in mind 
 Technical dictionaries can help 
 Translate search terms into English 
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Keyword search 
• automated term mapping 
• Works in the background 
 
• Example: Enter breast cancer in the simple search 
• What actually happens: 
 "breast neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR ("breast"[All Fields] 
AND "neoplasms"[All Fields]) OR "breast neoplasms"[All 
Fields] OR ("breast"[All Fields] AND "cancer"[All Fields]) OR 
"breast cancer"[All Fields] 
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Simple search 
Search for: „nutrition disorders“ (automated term mapping) 
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Search result 
Access to content: Either link to publisher website or using the 
ThULB-Linking service (always shown) 
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Excursion: ThULB Linking 
Service in many databases: Searches automatically for the full 
text in resources licensed by ThULB 
Only works in the university network or using VPN 
 
 











Filter search results 
1. Show additional filters 
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Save articles - clipboard 
• Up to 500 articles can be saved temporarily 







1) Send to / Choose Destination / Clipboard 
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Save articles? 
(1) Send by e-mail 
 Select results (checkbox)  
 Send to: E-Mail 
(2) Save in a file 
 Select results (checkbox)  
 Send to: File 
(3) Import into citation manager: 
 Select results (checkbox)  
 Send to: Citation Manager 
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1) Advanced Search, Select Author from the Drop-Down menu 
2) Enter last name and initials. Example: Harald zur Hausen: 





NOTE: Search terms are automatically truncated, i.d. when  
 
When entering Schneider C PubMed also searches for 
Schneider CJ, Schneider CD, Schneider CH etc. Try different 
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Show search history 
• Advanced / History 









Show search results 










• Save search 
• Send new search results per e-
mail (Alerting-Service) 
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• Search with subject headings from the MeSH-thesaurus 
• MeSH = Medical Subject Headings = MeSH Terms 
 Medical vocabulary (177.000 Terms) 
 Created and maintained by NLM 
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Advanced Search  
Why use MESH terms? 
• One single, standardized term for a concept 
• Prevents problems with different formulations, synonyms, 
different spelling etc. 
How to use MESH terms? 
1) Search MeSH-terms in the MESH browser 
2) Add MESH terms using the search builder 
3) Start search 
Attention 
MeSH terms take some time to be assigned. Searching with 
MeSH terms therefore excludes the newest articles 
Also a problem with filters based on MeSH terms 
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Search for terms in the MeSH-Browser 
• MeSH-Thesaurus is basically a vocabulary 
• Enter only one term 
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MeSH-Browser 
• Example: „malnutrition“  
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MeSH-Subheadings 
Subheadings = Narrow down MesH-terms 
Example: Malnutrition 
 Subheadings of Malnutrition are: 
• blood 
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Restrict to major topic 
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My NCBI – Personalization 
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4. Create bibliographies for 
certain persons 
3. Send new search results 
per E-Mail/RSS 
2. Save search results 
(collection) 
1. Save search queries 
 GoPubMed 
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GoPubMed  
 
• GoPubMed is a search interface for PubMed 
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GoPubMed  
• Browse through the hierarchical MeSH terms 
• Add/remove/exclude certain terms 
• Remove from query 
• „with“ 
• „without“ 
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 ② Web of Science 
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Web of Science 
Also known as: 
 Web of Knowledge 
 ISI Web of Science 
 ISI Web of Knowledge 
 Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI) 
 Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI Expanded, 
SciSearch) 
 Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI, Social SciSearch 
 Conference Proceedings Citation Index (CPCI) 
Access: ThULB Homepage>> Suchen & Finden >> 





•Hrsg.: Institute for Scientific Information     (ISI) 
• Multidisziplinäre Datenbank 
•Ca. 8.800 ZS, davon ca. 5900 naturwiss.- 
medizinische Zeitschriften 
•Zeitraum 1945 – Gegenwart 
•Gliederung in drei Bereiche 
•   Science Citation Index 
•   Social Science Citation Index 
–   Arts & Humanities Citation Index 
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Web of Science 
• Commercial product 
• Contains several bibliographic databases 
• Publisher: Originally Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), 
today Thomson Reuters   
• multidisciplinary: 
– Medicine, Science, Social Sciences, Arts & Humanities, 
Technology 
– Biology, Nutrition, Medicine, Chemistry...  
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Specialties 
• Thematically extremely broad 
• Different search options 
 Search for journal content 
 Search for cited references 
 Search for cited authors 
 Search for „related records“ 
 Bibliometric analysis 
 No context indexing (e.g. MESH) available 
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Web of Science 
The Web of Science Core Collection contains 3 bibliographic 
databases  
(1) Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED) --1945-
today 
(2) Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) --1956-today 
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Web of Science 







Search all databases searches both the Core Collection and 
MEDLINE (but: loss of search functionality). 
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Web of Science 
• 9.200 scientific journals with ca. 37 million articles (all areas 
of study). About 6000 journals from STM fields. 
• Bibliographic database -> full texts are not part of the 
database 
• Links to full text. May or may not work. 
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Search options 
① Basic search 
 Topic, title, author, source (i.e. journal), publication date, 
authors location, language and document type 
② Advanced Search 
 “Use field tags, Boolean operators, parentheses, and 
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Search options 
Wildcards: 
• The asterisk (*) represents any group of characters, including 
no character.  
• The question mark (?) represents any single character. 




• NEAR: Search terms have to be within a certain amount of 
words of each other (standard: 15 words) 
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Search options 
① Author Search 
 Search for publications of an author 
 Good in order to differentiate between authors with the 
same or similar names 
 Problem: Full name is not always stored in WoS 
 Enter name 
 Enter field of study 
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Search options 
① Cited reference search 
 Enter author and title of an article 
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Refine search results 
• Good if too many hits 
• Lots of parameters 
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Refine search results 
• Very helpful:  thematic classification 
• Web of Science Categories: 
Classification of journals 
• Research Areas: Classification of 
articles 
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Detail view 
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Full text 





ThULB-Linking always present 
 
Links to publisher or 
repositories 
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If necessary, manually search for the full-text 
Citation Network 
• Cited Reference: Show all references 
cited in the current article 
• Times cited: Show all articles citing the 
current article 
 
• Times cited depends on the databases 
your institution subscribes to: Only 
citations in licensed databases are 
shown 
• If the citing article is not part of any 
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Alternative source for citations: 
• Google Scholar also indexes citations 
• Different data source -> numbers are usually not identical 
to WOS 
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Citation report 
• Select search results and select Analyze results 
• Different metrics: Author, Source, Country etc. 
 
• Select several articles and choose Citation Report 
• Shows all other articles which cite the selected article set 
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Analyze results 
• Select search results and select Analyze Results 
• Different metrics: Author, source, country etc. 
 
• Can be used to solve complex questions: Where are the 
people citing me located? 
• In which journal are the most articles in my field 
published? 
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Save results – Marked list 
• Temporary list – will be deleted regularly  
• Up to 500 records 
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Save results – Exporting options 
• Save to EndNote online – Online Endnote version 
• Save to EndNote desktop – local installed EndNote 
• Save to Other file formats – For other citation management 
software 
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Researcher ID 
• Problem: Different authors have identical or similar names 
-> Differentiation is difficult 
• Researcher ID is a service offered by Thomson Reuters in 
order to differentiate between different authors 
• Authors can create a profile and assign their articles from 
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ORCID 
• Non-commercial 
alternative to Researcher 
ID 
• Same idea 
• http://orcid.org/ 
• ORCID ID can be linked to 
Researcher ID 
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Why use ORCID / Researcher ID 
• Persistent identity -> prevents problems with 
– Name changes (marriages) 
– Different versions of your name 
• Self-promotion 
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Journal citation records 
• Based on Web of Science citation data 
• Metric for evaluating journals 
• Impact factors 
• For science and social science 
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Journal citation records 
• Two ways to search: 
– Search for a specific journal 
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Journal citation records 
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Journal citation records 
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• Impact factor for 2013 for a certain journal: 
• Number of citations in 2013 of articles published in the two 
preceding years / number of citable articles published in the 
two preceding years 
• Impact factor = 1: Each article was cited (on average) one 
time 
• Journals with high impact factors are „better“ (?) 
• Used in evaluation of journals and researchers 
 
Journal citation records 
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• Problems/criticism 
– Different fields/journals have different writing/citation 
styles -> Never compare journals from different fields 
of studies / different types of articles 
– Is there really a link between journal quality and article 
quality? 
– Problem of outliers 
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SciFinder 
• The most important database for chemistry 
• Three major parts 
– Bibliographic database 
– Reaction database 
– Substance database 
• Publisher: Chemical Abstracts Service 
• Commercial database licensed by ThULB 
• Full texts are not included 
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SciFinder 
• Contents: 
– CAplus: bibliographic database (37 million entries, since 
1800, includes patents) 
– MEDLINE 
– CASreact: 62,4 million chemical reactions since 1840 
– Registry: 70 million chemical compounds, 64 million 
sequences 
– Chemcats: 72 million purchasable compounds 
– etc. 
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SciFinder - Registration 
• Access: Before using SciFinder you will have to register first: 
http://db.ulb.uni-
jena.de/NetManBin/nmwebclt.asp?CONFIGID=SCIF_REG 
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SciFinder – Reference Search 
• SciFinder reference search automatically searches for 
– Synonyms 
– Alternative spellings 
– Plural forms 
– Abbreviations 
– Truncated search terms 
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SciFinder – Reference Search 
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SciFinder – Reference Search 
• SciFinder show several combinations of the entered 
search terms with the number of references found 
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SciFinder – Author search 
• Search for papers with a certain author 
• If different people with the same name 
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SciFinder – Filter results 
• Filter search 
results by 
selecting Refine 
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SciFinder – Categorize results 
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SciFinder – Search Results 
• Temporary store search results by selecting them and 
choosing „Keep selected“ 
• SciFinder searches both MEDLINE and Chemical abstracts, 
so there may be duplicate records 









SciFinder – Detail view 
• Articles are tagged by Concepts and Substances 









SciFinder – Detail view 
• Find full-texts using the Get Full Text button 
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SciFinder – Breadcrumbs 
• Breadcrumbs show search history 
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SciFinder – Export results 
• Select search results and click on Export 
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SciFinder – Keep me posted 
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SciFinder – Combine answer sets 
• Tools – Combine answer sets 
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SciFinder – Substance search 
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SciFinder – Substance search 
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SciFinder – Substance search 









SciFinder – Substance search 
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SciFinder – Substance search results 
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• Get References: Show articles about this substance 
• Get Reactions: Show reactions in which the substance is 
taking place 
• Get Commercial Sources: Show vendors 
SciFinder – Substance detail 
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• Show physical 
and chemical 
data (lots of it) 
• Shows literature, 
in which this 
substance plays 
different role 
SciFinder – Get reactions 
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• Select the role of the substance in the reaction (reagent, 
product, intermediary etc.) 
• Helpful: Refine results by adding additional reaction 
structures 
SciFinder – Get reactions 
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• Additional refine options: 
– Yield 
– Number of steps 
– Type of reaction 
 
 
SciFinder – Get reactions 
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SciFinder – Get reactions 
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The structure 
editor can also 










Assign reaction role 
 
SciFinder – How to synthesize a 
compound? 
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• Search for the compound (either by name or chemical 
structure) 
– Select desired compound and choose Get References -> 
Preparation 
– Select desired compound and choose Get Reactions -> 
Role: Product 
• Alternatively: Search using explore reactions 
 
SciFinder – Additional features 
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• SciPlaner: Used to plan chemical syntheses 
• Search for patents 
– Search by name or structure 
– Analyze results: Document type patent 
– Content: 6 million patents from 61 patent offices 








Tel.:  9 40036 
 basil.marti@thulb.uni-jena.de 
Cartoon von http://www.librarian-image.net/img07/ 
Questions? 
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